
Built-in Cyber Security vs. Built-in Cyber
Security

More and more control vendors are claiming
that cyber security is built into their systems,
but upon closer inspection, it is usually quite
limited, costly, and still vulnerable. Here are
some questions that will help you determine
whether your next control system has the
maximum intrinsic security protection to be
truly effective.

Read more here.
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Hello there, 

Experts agree that cyber security is most effective when it is built into an electronic system at
birth, sometimes referred to as “secure by design.” Bolt-on solutions such as firewalls and
anomaly detection devices add some level of protection to insecure systems, but if the internal
controls are secure – hackers really have no place to go. Not surprisingly, more and more
electronic system vendors are claiming built-in, intrinsic, or embedded cyber protection, but
beware because the depth of protection varies considerably. This month we look at the essential
components of truly built-in cyber security. We also highlight a new cyber security insurance
offering for manufacturers. Lastly, as interest in Open Secure Automation continues to accelerate,
we are expanding our sales organization. Please welcome our new Executive Director of Sales,
Jesse K. Hill.

Have a Happy Thanksgiving,

Robert Bergman
Founder, CMBDO
Bedrock Automation
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Cyber Security Insurance for
Manufacturers

If drivers of safer cars get better insurance
rates, why shouldn’t companies with the most
cyber secure control systems get better
rates? Although we haven’t really seen that
yet, a leading insurance company has set the
stage for it, offering new cyber security riders
for manufacturers.

Read more here.

Jesse K. Hill to lead Bedrock Automation
Sales Team

We are pleased to announce that Jesse K. Hill
has joined Bedrock Automation as our new
Executive Director of Sales. Jesse comes in
with extensive expertise in delivering
automation solutions to oil and gas markets.
Prior to joining Bedrock, he worked at
automation firms including Turck, Wago, and
Pepperl+Fuchs.

Read more here.
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